Tales of 2036

Where did all the humans and plants and animals go again?

The humans destroyed the weather and then died off, taking most everyone else with them.

Oh yeah, let's go eat their brains.
The roaches are in charge now!

To Wild Siskiyou Action for defending the Biscuit fire from logging. And the Oxygen Collective and the Siskiyou project and the Biscuit Alliance too. Siskiyou.org

To bombsandshields.blogspot.com for all the sexiest news.
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THE HISTORY OF PATRIARCHY

Once, a long time ago, in a past that I'm making up, men and women, boys and girls weren't judged by what happened where their legs met... we're stuck people anyway.

For a brief period of time, people experimented with a hierarchy based on what happened where their arm and torso met... behold the power of my hairy armpits!

Patriarchy never really caught on.

But one day, some guy named Pat had the not-so-bright idea of a hierarchy based on what was between people's legs.

This is dumb.

I rule.

Hey Pat, you just named this after yourself, didn't you?

Umm... no?

I have a penis.

Tales from 2036

If sure is great that nanotechnology let me transcend my human body and become this robot. Why is that great?

Uhm, I can live forever.

But you can't procreate?

Well, I could build a new robot with part of my electrobrain. But you can't have sex?

No...

Sounds pretty dumb to me.

I have lasers.

If Greenpeace organized a black bloc...

Okay, so we bought so black hoodies and so pairs of black pants.

Have the rental dumpsters to set on fire arrived yet?

Yup. Let's go!

No war but class war.

Greenpeace

To be fair...

If the black bloc organized a press conference...

We're for anti-imperialism, anti-patriarchy, anti-capitalism, anti-authoritarianism, anti-fascism, anti-gentrification, anti-pro-testing, and anti-police. We are also for breaking stuff.

This isn't a press release, it's just a drawing of a middle finger.
Possible Tales from 2036


I miss fishing in rivers and camping under the stars.

I miss snow, toboganning on my parents' estate.

I remember "trees" and going outside without an oxygen tank...

I remember hunting animals instead of poor people...

Wait... are you being serious?

haha... no. Environmental protections were just stupid trade barriers.

lets go hunt some poor people!

I like to spear them!

and soon patriarchy ravaged the countryside...

ah! run! it's the fucking forces of domination culture!

Feelings make me weak.

I'm too ruled by emotion to understand complex thought.

Fortunately, a group of women realized that, contrary to popular vernaculars, they didn't need any balls to be brave and started a movement called feminism.

Almost 200 years have passed, and although much good has been done, patriarchy remains.

give us liberty or we'll give you death, jerk-o's.

unfortunately, most men didn't want to give any power back to women.

I'm not a doormat. Feminazi.
Some women wanted radical change. They wanted equality.

still not a doormat... feminazi...

When in fact, most radical feminists don't hate men... they just hate almost everything men do.

You act like your opinion is more valid than mine. Also, you keep alternating between referring to me as a child and as a sexual object. Maybe you should seek counseling.

but in this movement, patriarchy was still present.

Actually, I got rid of my patriarchy. My views on Emma Goldman are more evolved than yours, and I can talk about them louder. Also, I have a patch about equality.

So the mass media spun "equality" to mean "anti-man."

and these women are going to leave their husbands and become lesbians and practice witchcraft...

Well, they finally got something right.

Around the same time period, another movement was evolving. Anarchism, which claimed to be against all hierarchy.

It's also about spray paint.

So the anarchist movement is full of hypocrisy, and not just that good crime thing, "doing the best we can." Kind.

I thought that dishes just washed themselves.

Dr. Science-oh!

Hi everybody. You know, one of the coolest parts of science is how it encourages us to challenge even the fundamental assumptions of our existence.

According to the state, those who are considered unredeemable murderers and rapists deserve to die?

So by the state's terms, yuppies deserve to die. But as anarchists, we are not compelled to use the state's standards therefore, it's probably preferable to view each yuppe on an individual basis.

So, armed & curious, it is up to each of us to decide for ourselves if and when yuppies deserve to die.

I have in my hand a letter from a reader:

"Dr. Science-oh, do yuppies really deserve to die?"

-Sincerely, Armed & Curious

Well, this is an interesting question. At first glance, it seems obvious the answer would be yes, but what is that based on?
activists often think of women's rights issues as purely reformist...

look, we can just wait until after the Rev to have an abortion. Uhm, no - we can't. Jerk.

And then wonder why a lot of women burn out after being treated like crap by anarchist men.

I would feel a lot better about myself if there were more women (or people of color) at this meeting.

So anyway, think about these things.

Jerk.

The End
it has come to my attention that many found the super-happy-anarchist-fun pages offensively violent since they depict the death of both people and CEOs.

Traditionally, cartoons depict cute animals dying senselessly, and violence is treated as impermanent.

We at SHAAP, on the other hand, never depict animals dying, people are killed for reasons and we treat death with weight and permanence.

But to me... please our critics, we are pleased to announce our new comic strip, the Moderately Okay Liberal guilt pages. So here's a taste.

The Moderately Okay Liberal Guilt Pages!

Wow, I really should start buying the fair trade coffee.

the moderately okay liberal guilt pages (MOLGP)

hi, honey, how was your day at globo-deathtron inc.

it's hard, you know i'm the only woman on the child-exploitation board, and i make less than the men. feminism work is never done, i suppose.

that's so true...

MOLGP

you know, although i have nothing to gain from helping the poor, i give homeless people quarters sometimes.

MOLGP

well, only once.

but that's what welfare is for. so i don't have to get near those smelly, dirty, lazy homeless people. but anyway, the point i'm getting at is that i'm a good person.

"fair" trade = starbucks